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FLAPW spin-polarized computation-based analysis has been performed to study the 
energetics of martensitic transformation for Fe-based alloy crystals with varying amount of 
interstitial carbon.  The transformation energies and enthalpies along various strain paths 
under different constraints have been evaluated.  It has been concluded that 1) the Bain’s 
path does not match invariant-plane strain required from parent phase whereas the 
shear-induced transformation is usually accompanied with additional constraint that has 
strong effect on phase stabilities; 2) a 3.8% volumetric expansion has been obtained for 
constraint-free fcc-bcc martensitic transformation according to a computation of geometric 
constraint for { }111  slipping; 3)the shear-induced transformation along ( )112  habit plane 
leads to the minimized transformation resistance, as compared with Bain’s path, the shear on 
single { }111  slip system, and Borger-Burger’s path.  4) the fcc-bcc equilibrium temperature 
has been computed under varying constraint, which provides an estimate of martensite 
starting temperature. 

 
In conjunction the quantum mechanical computation with continuum scale analysis, a 

method to study the structure-properties relation of alloys has been developed to link 
martensite and martensitic phase transformation with macroscopic deformation and material 
properties by integrating sub-atomic (Ab Initio) computation, molecular dynamic simulation 
at bridge scale, thermodynamic analysis and hierarchical macroscopic constitutive model.    

 
 
 
1. Introduction 

Martensite originally refers to the hard microconstituent in quenched steel.  For iron-based alloys, 
conventionally Martensite phase denotes the body centered iron crystal structure with dissolved carbon 
atoms, presented as lath or plate shape among other constituents.  During the fast cooling process after 
other heat treatments, e.g., solution treatment or carburizing, some face centered iron crystal are 
transformed into body centered crystal and the saturated carbon atoms are trapped at the interstitial sites of 
the bcc, which establishes additional interatomic bonds that provides additional strength to the alloy.  The 
phenomenon of the iron-carbon strengthening has been used by humen-being for long time.  The earliest 
record was found at about 500BC in the early Warring States Period of ancient China.  The king Goujian of Yue 
asked his steel master Ganjiang to make the sharpest sword for his personal use.  Although master Ganjiang 
collected the iron essence of the five mountains and the metal efflorescence of six unions, he still failed.  Then, he 
and his wife, named Moye, both jumped into the furnace with melted iron.  His apprentices used the iron to finish 
two hardest swords that had been treated as national treasure by the succeed kings and emperors for many years.   
Nowadays the name of Martensite has been used for the hard phase in different kinds of materials and the 
martensite transformation is generalized to a diffusionless, crystal structure change-induced phase 
transformation, e.g. the b2-b19 phase transformation in NiTi-based shape memory alloys.  Fig.1 
illustrates a fcc(face centered cubic) iron crystal cell and a bcc(body centered cubic) iron crystal cell.  
The former is termed austinete (γ phase), the latter is usually termed ferrite (α phase).  An interstitial site 
refers to the place within these crystal cells not coinciding to the positions that iron atoms are occupied.  
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When one or more small atoms are trapied in the interstitial sites of α phase, the crystal cell will be 
somewhat expanded and/or distorted, which is named as α’ phase.  In general, both α’ and α the 
transformation from γ and α’( or α) belongs to the family of martensitic transformations.  In this sense 
both α’ and α phase can be referred as martensite.  Reviews of the historical developments and 
state-of-art of the studies of martensite can be found, e.g. in {Olson, 1992 #46;Magee, 1966 #28;Christian, 
1975 #30}. 

 
Although martensite phase transformation, the associated shape memory property and transformation 

induced plasticity, are long investigated phenomena, challenges remain for obtaining comprehensive 
understanding and quantitative description of the relationship among sub-atomic physics, up-atomic 
structures, and engineering performance.  In applications, in many cases experimental data-based fitting 
formulations are still the most popular tools for steel design.  In order to achieve high strength and high 
toughness simultaneously in an alloy, stability of desirable phase and phase/grain boundaries coherence are 
the two governing microscale properties.  For austenite(γ)-martensite(α,α') based alloys, these two 
properties are dependent upon the following factors associated with alloys’ nano- and submicro structures: 

1) thermodynamic driving force, deformation path, and associated habit plane during γ-α' 
transformation 

2) stress and volumetric changes required for this transformation 
3) effects of interstitial and substancial elements on 1) and 2).  

which are essentially determined by: a) crystallography of each phase and lattice misorientation at 
phase/grain boundaries; b) geometric relation - dispersion of second phase, small precipitates, and solute 
atoms; c) constitutive relationships among temperature, applied force, and deformation at different scales.  
 

As an attempt to obtain a multi-scale analysis-based computational tool of the structure-properties 
analysis of marternsite based alloy design, an approach is proposed that integrates the physics from atomic 
scale to engineering structural scale by starting at quantum-atomistic computation and in conjunction with 
continuum mechanical modeling and analysis.  To illustrate the proposed concept, in this paper we will 
focus the austenite(γ)-martensite(α,α') transformation for iron-based alloys and associated issues for 
design of high-strength, high-toughness martensite-based steels.  

 
A conceptual introduction of fundamental idea of materials design can be found in {Olson, 1997 #204}.  

The early studies of martensite phase transformation can be found, e.g. in {Olson, 1992 #46;Magee, 1966 
#28;Christian, 1975 #30;Olson, 1985 #234;Olson, 1996 #205;Greenwood, 1965 #27;Stringfellow, 1992 
#183}, in the bifurcation analysis within the framework of crystal elasticity theory (Hill and Milstein {Hill, 
1977 #23}), in dislocations analysis (Rice{Rice, 1992 #57}), in polycrystal analysis(Hutchinson 
{Hutchinson, 1976 #162}),This paper can be considered as a continuous study along the technical path 
presented in [1, ] 
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Fig. 1 Fcc (austenite, γ phase) and bcc (ferrite/martensite, α/α' phase) crystal  
     cells; the transformation between them is “martensitic transformation” 

 
 

2. Energy Barrier against Phase Transformation and Strain Path 
2.1 Crystal crystallography analysis 

In a crystal structure a diffusion means long range motion of atoms.  A martensite transformation is 
diffusionless, which defines the transformation to be a atomic structural change through finite deformation.   
Considering a martensite phase grows up from its parent phase, the interface between these two phases is 
termed “habit plane”, see Fig. 2a.  Three conditions are required for the occurrence of martensite 
transformation: 1) at atomic scale, the structural change in martensite phase induces such a strain state that 
is consistent with the strain on habit plane in parent phase; this strain is termed “invariant-plan strain” 
which enables the parent phase to accommodate the martensite product; 2) a change of environmental 
variable, such as stress state or temperature, occurs, which introduces sufficient thermodynamic driving 
force to shift the crystal from one metastable state, e.g. fcc structure, to another metastable state, e.g. bcc 
structure, as illustrated in Fig. 2b; 3) at sub-grain/grain scale, the interface between martensite and other 
constituents is coherent so as to maintain the stability of the producted martensite.  Starting at the 
geometrical compatible configuration of crystal structures, in this subsection we study thermodynamical 
condition for fcc austenite (γ) to bcc martensite (α’ or α) transformation. 
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Fig. 2 Two different perspectives of martensitic transformation; a) mesoscopic deformation 
accommodates microscale slip and twins induced martensitic transformation where the interface between 
α and γ phase defines invariant plane; b)thermodynamic driving forces required for the transformation 
from state A1 to A2 or verse versa.  

 

      
  

a) b)  
Fig. 3: a) the body central tetrahedral in fcc cell; b) the Borge-Borger’s deformation paths, where the 
subscript “γ” indicates the quantities defined in fcc cell and “α” the quantities enhanced to bcc cell 

In fact, as illustrated in Fig. 3a, body centered tetrahedral (bct) cells are naturally embedded in fcc 
crystal.  The Bain’s strain is a deformation path to accomplish the transformation from a bct cell in fcc 
crystal into bcc structure through imposing compression on the longest edge direction of the bct and 
expansion on other two directions perpendicular to the compression.  This deformation path is 
characterized by the three principal strains (a compression and two tensions) without obvious shear strain, 
which is inconsistent with the most experimental observations.  More importantly, the Bain strain leads 
a complete fcc-bcc transformation so it does not sustain any habit plane and associated invariant-plane 
strain.  Such a deformation can not accommodate the consistent condition at the interface between 
martensite and its parent phase.   Hence, it is necessary to understand all reasonable deformation 
patterns that for martensitic transformation.  
 

Fig. 3b illustrates a shear deformation path to convert the bct cell in Fig. 3a into bcc martensite.  
This pattern was proposed by Borge and Borger’s (BB), which essentially represents an incompletely 

( )γ111  sliding that occurs during plastic deformation.  As illustrated by this figure, by fixing the 

( )γ111  plane that passes through the coordinate origin of fcc cell and enforcing the next ( )γ111  plane 

gliding along [ ]γ211  direction, this motion stretches the edge BC  and AD  whereas shrinks the edge 

BF  and AE .  Since during this ( ) [ ]γγ 211/111  sliding the lengths of AB  and CD  remain.  

Another ( )γ111  plane [ ]γ211  sliding is required to accomplish the transformation from bct to bcc.  

Applying superposition: 
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[ ] [ ] [ ]γγγ 211
2
1

211
2
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210 +=   and  ( ) ( ) ( )γγγ 111
2
1

111
2
1

110 +=        

  

the BB’s path actually forms a [ ]γ210  direction gliding on the habit plane ( )γ110 . 

 
2.2 First-principle computation 

The Borge-Burger’s model provides a geometrically permissible deformation path since it is able to 

accommodate martensitic phase nucleation and growth in austenite crystal interfaced through { }γ111  and 

{ }γ101  habit planes.  Obviously, such a deformation pattern will take place only when enough 

thermodynamic driving force exists, triggered by the changes in (at least one of) environmental variables, 
such as temperature or stress.  Design of new alloys requires quantitatively understanding of the 
conditions for martensitic transformation. For this purpose, ab initio computations have been performed 
to compute thermodynamic properties and coherence of Fe-based alloys for the fcc-bcc transformation 
along different deformation paths, e.g. the one illustrated in Fig. 3.  According to the conventional 
terminology of thermodynamics, in the following analysis an “order parameter”, denoted as “η”, has been 
introduced to represent the degree of deformation continuously during martensitic transformation.  It 
actually can be considered as a normalized “equivalent strain”.  In the case of bain strain, η stands for 
the change in magnitude of principle strain; whereas along Borge-Burger’s path it represents the 
amplitude of shear strain.  In all cases to be studied, η has been normalized to be zero at fcc and be unit 
at bcc.   

 
The fcc and bcc cells shown in Fig. 1 are the unit cells for ab initio computation.  Although iron is 

the most popular engineering material, its quantum structure is relatively complicate.  At low 
temperature, the statistic distribution of electrons circling an iron nuclei is not central symmetric to the 
nuclei.  Instead, it presents electronic spin-polarization, which induces magnetic momentums that affects 
the stability of a crystal structure.  In order to count these complexity, the FLAPW-based[] quantum 
codes[] have been applied and the spin-polarized computations under global gradient approximation 
(GGA) have been performed.   

 
The analysis starts at bcc structure.  Geometrical optimization was carried out first to obtain the 

stable lattice parameter ( Aa 86.2≈α ) at zero K.  Then, at the same temperature a series of computations 

have been performed by varying the order parameter η from bcc to fcc along two paths: ( ) [ ]γγ 211/111  

sliding and bain’s strain.  The lattice constant γa  of the fcc primitive cell is set to be αakvm  where 

vmk  is the volume expansion coefficient during 'αγ →  transformation which will be discussed later.    
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Fig. 4 The variations of the total system energies (per atom) during fcc-bcc transformation along 

different strain paths.  
 

Plotted in Fig. 4 are the (cell) system energies divided by γS , the sliding surface area on which 

( ) [ ]γγ 211/111  gliding takes place within the cell.  For this case the increment on the vertical direction 

reflects the energy barrier (per atom) against such a gliding.  For both cases the values on vertical axis 
indicate the system energy potential per atom.  The result plotted in this figure demonstrates that by 

fixed cell volume there is energy barrier against the ( ) [ ]γγ 211/111  gliding from fcc to bcc 

(Borger-Burger’s shear deformation path), which is accompanied with increasing pressure.  This is 
because the austenite-martensite transformation requires corresponding volume expansion.  The 
Borger-Burger’s deformation pattern remains the same volume as parent phase through invariant-plane, 
which results in an extra volumetric constraint on the martensite phase, represented by the increase of 
pressure.  As indicated by dashed lines in this figure, by alloying dilation, the energy barrier against the 
shear deformation shrinks.  It seems that the Bain’s path is the lower bound for the phase transformation, 
by which system energy monotonically slides down from fcc to bcc when the compatible volumetric 
deformation is provided.  These results coincide the well-known fact that at ground state (zero Ko) iron 
fcc crystal is an unstable configuration, it will transform to bcc configuration without external tabulation.   

 
The reason to cause the fcc instability is mainly due to magnetism property of iron.  As mentioned 

previously, the electron gas around an iron nuclei presents spin-polarization.  The corresponding 
magnetic momentum results in additional force to metallic bonds.  In a bcc crystal, the distance between 
atomic pair is equal and the magnetic momentum from each atom is in the sequence of up and down to 
form an ordered antiferromagnetic structure.  Such a bcc cell likes an assembling of six pyramids, in 
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each pyramid the magnetic momentum induced force at top atom has a direction opposite to the forces 
acting at the four bottom corners, which is much stable than the fcc structure where five atoms lie in the 
same plane and the atom at middle intends to escape the plane and look for new neighborhood, as 
illustrated in Fig. 1.  To maintain fcc crystal at such a situation, a large hydrostatic tension is required  
as predicted in Fig. 4.  This mechanisms is quantitized in Fig. 5 in which the comparison between the 
spin-polarized and non spin-polarized computations of martensitic transformation is given, where the 
former indicates bcc to be a stable structure and the latter leads to an opposite conclusion.   

 

 
Fig. 5  

 
More importantly, the results presented in Fig. 4 reveal a phenomenon that has not yet been noticed 

by our community: the martensitic transformation capability strongly depends upon transformation path.  
The shear strain induced martensitic transformation, such as Borge-Burger’s path, requests higher 
thermodynamic driving force than that by Bain’s path.  This is because the latter characters a 
constraint-free phase change whereas the former requires a compatible volumetric expansion in parent 
phase through in-variant plane.  Along this line one may further conclude that the velocity of martensite 
phase growth in an austenite crystal should be finite, although martensitic transformation is diffusionless.  
In a martensite grain, the crystal cells may exist as bct in the vicinity of grain boundary to parent phase 
whereas they approach to cubic in the area away from the boundary.   These results may also provide a 
hint for alloying to adjust volumetric change, so as to control transformation process and obtain desirable 
shapes of martensite, e.g. fine lath, instead of plate.   
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Fig. 6 An illustration of the cause of volumetric expansion during martensitic transformation 

 
2.3 The mechanisms of the transformation induced volume expansion and a proposed deformation 
pattern  

The analysis in the previous subsections highlighted the effects of volumetric deformation.  It 
remains as opening why volumetric expansion is necessary for obtaining stable bcc during martensitic 
deformation.       

 

Fig. 6 is a view of ( )γ011  plane in fcc cell which coincides the BFGC plane in the Borger-Burger’s 

model shown in Fig. 3b, illustrating the geometrical relation of atoms position during a ( )γ111  plane 

[ ]211  sliding.  As explained in the previously, this sliding tends to make the edges BC  and BF  to be 

equal so as to form body centered cubic from face centered cubic.  However, this motion does not 
ensure the angle θ between BC  and BF  to be an invariant when the atom B stays on the original 

( )γ111  plane and the distance between two slip planes (CF, BP) maintains as constant during the sliding.  

As illustrated in Fig. 6, in general the angle θ is greater than π/2.  This leads to two possible crystal 

configurations: 1) keeping atom B on the original ( )γ111  while θ > π/2, which creates a distorted bcc 

without volume change; 2) retaining θ = π/2 by enlarging the distance between BP and CF planes, which 
produce a bcc with volume expansion.  The ab initio computation of Fig. 4 demonstrates that the case 2) 
is thermodynamically more stable than the 1).  

 

By looking at Fig. 4 carefully one can find that on the ( ) [ ]γγ 211/111  transformation curve near fcc 
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end ( 3.0<η ) the system energy goes first downward when η increases; then it turns up around 3.0≈η .  

In other word, the crystal slides slightly away from fcc without volume expansion.  From this 
phenomenon one can deduce that a transformation path along the combination of multiple slipping 
systems will have less resistance, as compared with sliding in single slipping system.  An extreme 
example is “Bain strain”.  The deformation formed by perpendicular compression and horizontal 
expansion is equivalent to the projection of shear along 45o degree direction.  Thus, Bain strain can be 
considered as a superposition of the non-constraint sliding simultaneously along 8 slip planes that form 
an octoploid.  Therefore, in this paper we conclude that the shear induced martensitic transformation 

with { }γ112  habit plane is a thermodynamically favorable pattern.  According to the simple 

geometrical relation illustrated in Fig. 6, one can obtain the corresponding required volume expansion 
( %8.3≈ ) that is quite close to the experimental measurement ( %67.3≈ ).   

 
As conclusion, the shear essentially is the fundamental pattern for the martensitic transformation in 

iron.  The relationships among single slip induced transformation, Borger-Burger’s path, the proposed 
pattern, and Bain’s strain are listed in Table I.  An experimental observation of the habit planes of 
martensite is given by Fig. 7.  

 
Table I: Relationships between the proposed pattern and other patterns of martensitic transformation 

pattern slip plane(s) sliding direction habit plane 
sliding on single plane  

e.g. ( )111  [ ]112  ( )111  

Borger-Burger ( ) ( )111,111  [ ] [ ]211112 +  ( )101  

this study ( ) ( ) ( )111,111,111  [ ] [ ] [ ]1212111122 ++  ( )112  

Bain { }111  112  no habit plane 
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Fig. 7 An experimental observation of the martensite habit plane []; where the subscript “f” refers to 

fcc and “b” to bcc; the letter C indicates the ( )225  plane in fcc.  

   
2.4 Effects of alloying and martensitic transformation temperature  

The analysis from previous subsection indicates that at zero K the fcc is not a thermodynamically 
stable structure.  On other hand, it is well-known that at 1181 K the fcc and bcc have equilibrium 
thermodynamic driving force.  Subsequently one may conclude that pure iron should be in the form of 
bcc below this temperature.  However, experiments demonstrate that the austenite(fcc) exists at the 
temperature much lower than 1181 K.  The result presented in Fig. 4 provides one reason to calm down 
this controversy: constraint enhanced to habit plane retains austenite.  Another important reason is the 
effects of alloying. 

 
Obviously, the stability of crystal structure is sustained by the bonding force among atoms, which is 

essentially determined by the electronic-magnetic structure.  Hence, by substituting a different element 
to the position of iron atom or put some small atoms into the interstitial place in a fcc crystal may 
significantly change the thermodynamic properties of the crystal.      

 
The previous analysis in the study reveals that shear induced deformation is the fundamental pattern 

for martensitic transformation.  Starting from this, the resistances against shear distortion have been 
computed using density-function theory-based Ab Initio quantum mechanics codes for the fcc and bcc 
iron crystals with various interstitial and substantial elements.  The super cells designed for the 
computations are illustrated in Fig. 8.  Three groups of parameters are computed: (a) interatomic 
adhesion energy; (b) stacking fault energy; (c) the energy required to input for fcc-bcc transformation for 
given strain paths.  (a) and (b) essentially determine (c).   

 
It should be pointed out that in an iron fcc cystal the small elements such as C may either stay at 

interstitial space or e.g. approaches to the corner to former covalent bonds with 4 closer neighbor iron 
atoms.  In the former case the system is a solid solution of C in Fe; whereas in the latter some Fe-C 
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compounds, e.g. Fe3C, may formed, which may cause significant distortion of the crystal.  In this study 
only the first case is taken into account.  

 

 Displayed in Fig. 9 is the distribution of electronic density along ( )101  in a fcc cell with a centered 

interstitial carbon atom; from which one sees that covalent-like bonds have been established between Fe 
and C atoms.  Consequently, one can anticipate that the correspondent energy barrier against shear 
deformation is risen, thus, this interstitial C stabilizes γ phase.  Plotted in Fig. 10 are the variations of 
system energies during martensitic transformation along Bain’s path for the irons containing different 
percentages of carbons.  As expected, the fcc iron crystal with carbon interstitial addition becomes more 
thermodynamically stable, as compared with bcc.  Increasing the percentage of carbon contents elevates 
the difference in thermodynamic driving force between these two crystals.  

 
It is well-known that at 1181o K is the temperature by which the pure iron fcc and bcc crystals are 

under equal thermodynamic state if no extra constraint.  Due to stress, deformation, and alloying, the 
martensite starting temperature (Ms) in steels is lower than this equilibrium temperature.  In order to 
investigate the effect of stress constraint, computations of the fcc-bcc equilibrium temperature for the iron 
crystal with the same volume but under different pressure at 0o K have also been carried out.  The 
method for this computation is introduced in the Appendix.  The results are plotted in Fig. 11a,b.  Also, 
the adhesion and stacking-fault energy of iron have computed for some cases at 0o K; where the former 
can be used to predict cleavage strength and latter determines Peierls’ energy barrier.  The results are 
listed in Table II.  

 
 

   

Fig. 8 The primitive cells for computation where “t” refers to      Fig. 9 The contour of electron  

normal tension/compression and “s” refers to sliding          density on ( )101  for fcc iron  

                                                         with a carbon atom at center 
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Fig. 10 Total system energy of iron with interstitial C along Bain’s path 

 

   

a)                                      b) 
Fig. 11 Computation of fcc-bcc equilibrium temperatures under different initial pressure, which can 
be used as estimates of martensite starting temperature (Ms) from austenite; a) the equilibrium 
temperature is obtained as the cross point of enthalpy-temperature of fcc and bcc; b) the relation 
between (equilibrium) transformation temperature and initial pressure.  
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Table II. Surface energy (adhesion energy ) and stacking fault energy for iron 

 adhesion energy (J/m2) Stacking fault energy (J/m2) 

{ }γ001 without interstitial carbon 2.98  

{ }γ111 without interstitial carbon    0.0129 

{ }γ111 with interstitial carbon  0.791 

{ }α111 without interstitial carbon 5.43  

{ }α111 with interstitial carbon 7.01  

{ }α110 with interstitial carbon  0.43 

{ }α110 with interstitial carbon  0.677 

 
 
 
3 Modified Landau’s Equation 

According to classical thermodynamic theory, the stability of a lattice system is determined by the 
amplitude of system free energy G.  Conventionally the Ginzburg-Laudau relation is applied for 
describing martensitic transformation: 

 

( ) ( )42
0 TTGG ηβηα ++= ;  ( )cKK −= 'αα          (1) 

 

where G0 is the G at ground state, i.e. at 0o K and no external and stress field; 'α  and β  are constants; 

Kc is phase transformation temperature and Tη  is the order parameter correlated to temperature K: 

  ( )
2
1

'
�
�

�
�
�

� −±= KKcT β
αη                (2) 

 
 The equation (1) is a truncated expression from an infinite series expression.  As indicated by 
Landau and Lifshitz, it does not include the effect of spontaneous inhomongeniety due to distributed 
critical strain in otherwise uniform crystal.  On other hand, it is well-known, e.g. according to the 
analysis in the previous section, that the change of stress state, thus strain, does cause phase 
transformation.  The Ab Initio computations presented in the previous section provides means and 
pathway to calculate the thermodynamical variables quantitatively, which enable us to find more accurate 
expression of the Ginzburg-Landau’s relation (1) to count the effect of stress-induced martensitic phase 
transformation.   
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Theoretically, the free energy for a lattice system is defined as the difference between system enthalpy 

H and the product of system entropy S and absolute temperature K: 
 

STHG −= ;                 (3) 
 

and  

 pVEH +=                  (4) 

where p is pressure and V is volume, E is system total energy []: 
 

 latticephononelec EEEE ++=               (3) 

where latticephononelec EEE  , ,  represent the electronic energy, ionic thermal excitation (phonon), lattice 

distortion energy; respectively.  Thus, the system free energy G can be partitioned into three parts: GT  
the part due to thermal excitation; GE  the part due to electrons orbits and electron-phonons interaction; 

latticeG∆ - the part caused by lattice elastic deformation that can be expressed as the summation of the 

energy change due to volumetric strain vε  and shear strain τε , respectively:  

 

 latticeTE GGGG ∆++=                (5) 

and 

 elecE EG = ,  TSEG phononT −= ,  �
Γ

+=+=∆
ε

τετεσ ddpVEG vvlatticelattice  (6) 

where Γε  denotes strain path.   
 
 The Ginzburg-Laudau’s relation (1) can be considered as a truncated expression of the infinite series 
expansion of the sum of the first two terms in (5).  Ab Initio computation can be used for determining  

the coefficients in (1) and the latticeG∆  during martensitic transformation at 0o K, as indicated in Fig. 4.   

 
A procedure proposed in this paper for stress-induced martensitic transformation is introduced as 

follows.  First of all, applying Ab Initio computation to obtain a free energy change εG∆  when a small 

perturbation strain is given for fixed temperature; from which the hydrostatic stress vσ  and shear stress 

τ , as well as the bulk modulus B and shear module µ  of the lattice, can be obtained, respectively: 

v
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According to Hill-Meistain’s bifurcation condition [8] the instability of a lattice can be expressed 
mathematically as follows: 
 

  ( ) 0≤vB ε    and/or  ( ) 0≤τεµ            (8) 

 
Thus, a modified expression of Ginzburg-Landau’s equation for martensitic transformation can be 

expressed as following: 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) τττ εεµεβεεεαηβηα ~~42
0 ++++= vvvTT BGG        (9) 

where α~  and β~  are the constants to be calibrated according to Ab Initio computation.  The term 

( ) vvv B εεεα~  is relevant to stress-assist martensitic transformation.  This is because according to Fig. 4 

one sees that high hydrostatic tension is required to maintain fcc structure at low temperature.  
Perturbation in elastic stress may cause the transformation fcc to bcc with larger volume when the first 

inequality is satisfied.  The term ( ) τττ εεµεβ~  represents a plastic strain-induced martensitic 

transformation since ( ) 0→τεµ  when yielding takes place. 

 
 
4. Bridging Atomic Scale Analysis to Continuum - Quasi-Particle Dynamics Approach 

The analysis and computations for the lattices system, e.g. those in Fig. 8, can be used to establish the 
constitutive equation at mesocopic scale by using the ‘Quasi-particle dynamics approach’, in short, 
‘Particle Dynamics’[16].  The basic idea of this approach is to represent an atomic system as a particle 
system through lumping fixed number of atoms into a super-atom, which we call a “particle”, while 
preserving the essential properties of the atomic system via a proposed “equivalent stiffness rule”.  This 
rule requires that the particle system has the same crystal structure and stiffness as the original atomic 
system but with a larger inter-particle spacing that is determined from the scale of interest, see Figs. 
11b-11c.  The original physics is preserved through transforming the inter-atomic potential into an 
inter-particle potential by preserving the same elastic constants for both systems.  More details of the 
method can be found in [16].   

 

        
 

Fig. 12 Quasi-particle dynamics 
approach:  
a) interatomic potential;  
b) an atomic system with the 

lattice constant a0   
c) a particle system with the 
equilibrium interparticle distance 
Na0; the particles at this scale are 
termed as “quasi-particles 
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4 Macroscale Analysis and Transformation Induced Plasticity (TRIP) 
 The analysis in the previous sections provides a methodology and examples for obtaining the 
thermodynamic driving force, strength, and correlation between them and atomic structures and alloying.  
This section introduces a strategy that implements these sub-atomic information into continuum 
mechanics analysis, so as to establish the structure-properties relationship from quantum scale to 
macroscale.  
 

Considering an austenitic steel with dispersed martensite nucleation sites, based on Pati and Cohen 
relation [12] we suggest: 
 

 ( )�	



�
�


−
∆−=

TTR
G

Vnf
M

lattice
s exp' ωα                              (10) 

 

where latticeG∆  is defined by (6), ns is the density of nucleation site of martensite, V is the instantaneous 

mean martensitic plate volum, ω is lattice vibration frequency, R is Boltzman constant, T is temperature; 

MT  is the transformation temperature computed, e.g. Fig. 11.   

 
On the other hand, Stringfellow and Parks{Stringfellow, 1992 #183} proposed using phase mixed 

scheme to estimate the hardening effects on flow stress: 
 

 ( ) '
flow

'
flow

'TRIP
flow ff ααγα σσσ +−= 1               (11) 

where, γσ flow , '
flow
ασ , and TRIP

flowσ  denote in turn the flow stress of single austenite phase, single 

martensite phase (α ′  phase), and the steel with mixed phases. 
 

    In the conventional fracture mechanics the damage in the form of voids, denoted as “f”, is considered 
as the second material phase but with zero strength; so its effect on metal strength can be expressed as the 
following mixed law in the J2 flow plasticity: 

  ( ) damage
flowflow ff σσσ +−= 1   with  0=damage

flowσ          (12) 

where flowσ  is flow stress of metal without damage.  Comparing (12) with (11), phenomenologically 

the martensite(α ′  phase) can be treated as a damage with hardening effect.  Therefore, the general 
plastic potential proposed in  can be used as the constitutive model linking transformation toughening 
with damage: 
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                      (13) 
and 

  ( ) α∆ε ′−−= ff1f pgrowth ��               (14) 

where mσ  denote mean stress and other constants presented in (13) are given by Table III. 

Table III 

A0 A1 A2 g1 g2 q1 q0 

0.0666 0.85 1.7 0.01 0.01 2.65 1.0255 

 
When the constants Ai and q1 in (13) vanish, this potential degenerates to the conventional J2 plasticity; it 
becomes a “Drucker-Prager-like” plastic potential if A0 is non-zero and it converts into a “Gurson-like” 

model when 0021 === Agg  but 21 AA = .   

 
 Figs. 13a-b are the computations of the unit central voided cell made of mild steel under tension.  
Due to symmetry only a quart of the specimen is presented with the contours of transverse strain.  In Fig. 
13a no martensite transformation is counted so a 45o strain localization band is developed, whereas in Fig. 
13b the (14) is applied so the strain concentration near the bottom edge of the void is diluted and 
deformation looks more uniform.  To demonstrate the capability of ours model, plotted in fig. 13c is a 
3D simulation of the crack growth in the macro-scale center-cracked panel specimen.  

 
 

Fig. 13 Simulations using (14), (a) and (b) unit voided cell under tension, with TRIP  
(c) 3D simulation of crack growth 
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5. Example of Steel Design 
Present technology provides many ways to achieve either high strength or high toughness in steel. 

The challenge is achieving both properties simultaneously.  The Fe-Ni-Cr-based superalloys, which is 
characterized by metastable austenite structure at working temperature, has been recognized with the 
potential to gain high strength associated with considerable ductility through optimized combination of γ’ 
phase precipitation hardening with transformation induce plasticity.  Thus, this class of alloys is adopted 
as a potential example to apply the analysis presented in the previous sections. 
 

The central idea of the proposed methodology for materials design is sketched in Fig. 14a.  Fig. 14b, c 
show an estimation of the Fe-Cr-Ni-based alloy with optimized transformation induced plasticity using 
Thermal-Calc, an empirical data-based commercial code.  In Fig. 14b the patterned strip on the right-low 
corner of the phase diagram gives the estimated chemical composition of Fe, Ni, and Cr to achieve TRIP at 
room temperature.  The solid filled square in Fig. 14c indicates the optimized volume fraction of 

disordered austenite phase ( 'γ ) and particle size for precipitate strengthening based on simple dislocation 

analysis.  The methodology introduced in this paper provides a possibility to predict the properties in Fig. 
14 when experimental data is not available.     

 
Fig. 14: (a) A conceptual scheme of the ship hull system design [2];  (b) a phase diagram of the relation between 
chemical driving force of martensite transformation and alloy selection, the strip filled with solid line gives the 
optimized composition; (c) The relationships among  volume fraction of γ’ phase, particle size, and corresponding 
precipitate strengthening 
 
 
 
5 Conclusions 
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Ab Initio computation-based analysis has been performed to study the energetics of martensitic 
transformation for Fe-based alloy crystals with varying amount of interstitial carbon.  The 
transformation energies and enthalpies along various strain paths under different constraints have been 
evaluated.  It has been concluded: 

- the Bain’s path does not match invariant-plane strain required from parent phase whereas the 
shear-induced transformation is accompanied with additional constraint that has strong effect on 
phase stabilities;  
- a 3.8% volumetric expansion has been obtained for constraint-free fcc-bcc martensitic 
transformation according to a computation of geometric constraint for { }111  slipping;  
-  the shear-induced transformation along ( )112  habit plane leads to the minimized transformation 
resistance, as compared with Bain’s path, the shear on single { }111  slip system, and 
Borger-Burger’s path.   
- the interstitial atoms may rise the energy barrier against phase transformation because they elevate 
the unstable stacking faulty energy significantly.  A quantitative prediction of the change in 
chemical driving force due to interstitial carbon has been obtained. 
- the fcc-bcc equilibrium temperature has been computed under varying constraint, which provides 
an estimate of martensite starting temperature. 
 
Based on the results of Ab Initio analysis, a modified Ginzburg-Landau’s equation with Liftiz’s term 

has been proposed to represent the energy barrier against deformation when stress-induced constraint 
exists.  This relation is further used to estimate the micro-scale martinsite nucleation. 

 
A generalized plastic potential has been developed in which the martensite phase transformation is 

counted as a “damage” but with strengthening effects, so the methodology in conventional damage 
mechanics, such as Gurson-Tvergaard-Needleman’s model, is available for the mesoscopic martensitic 
analysis.  The proposed model has been implemented into compute code.  Two and three-dimensional 
examples have been performed. 

 
 In conjunction the quantum mechanical computation with continuum scale analysis, the analysis in 

this study provides a methodology to study the structure-properties relation of alloys, which is able to 
link martensite and martensitic phase transformation with macroscopic deformation and material 
properties by integrating sub-atomic (Ab Initio) computation, molecular dynamic simulation at bridge 
scale, thermodynamic analysis and hierarchical macroscopic constitutive model.  An example of 
Fe-Ni-Cr based alloy design is given, which can be a potential candidate to apply the introduced 
methodology.   
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Appendix: 

At finite temperature, the enthalpy for the system in Fig. 1 is:   
 

pVEH +=                 (a1) 
 
According to the analysis in [18] 
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where ( )ksω  is the eigen-frequency during thermal-induced vibration (phonons) and k is the position 
vector in the 1st Brillion zone at reciprocal space; eqE  is the system energy at equilibrium position.  
When there is no volume change, it takes the value of the ground state energy.   
 

The change of pressure is estimated by the following relation:  
 

TKp ∆=∆ α3                 (a3) 
 

where the thermal expansion coefficient α is in the form as: 
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The equation (a3) is obtained based on the relation: 
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